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Key challenges facing our learners Key challenges facing our learners 
and their communitiesand their communities

PovertyPoverty
Unemployment  Unemployment  
Poor infrastructure, incl. water and sanitation Poor infrastructure, incl. water and sanitation 
Diseases Diseases egeg HIV and AIDS, TB, malariaHIV and AIDS, TB, malaria
Abuse and neglectAbuse and neglect
Lack of access to information and resources (low Lack of access to information and resources (low 
levels of literacy) levels of literacy) 
Poor quality of education Poor quality of education –– untrained, untrained, demotivateddemotivated
teachers, inappropriate curriculateachers, inappropriate curricula



Why schools?Why schools?
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How do we achieve supportive How do we achieve supportive 
learning environments?learning environments?

Three pillars (nonThree pillars (non--negotiablesnegotiables):):

Leadership by government (Leadership by government (MoEMoE) ) –– with with 
support for teaching and learning embodied support for teaching and learning embodied 
in policy, plans and budgetsin policy, plans and budgets
MultiMulti--sectoralsectoral collaborationcollaboration
Strong school and community linkagesStrong school and community linkages



The The Care and Support for Teaching Care and Support for Teaching 
and Learning and Learning RoadmapRoadmap

What is it?What is it?

Tool to develop a strategy/roadmap for Tool to develop a strategy/roadmap for 
mainstreaming support into all levels of the mainstreaming support into all levels of the 
MoEMoE, to provide a supportive teaching and , to provide a supportive teaching and 
learning environment so that all learners learning environment so that all learners 
can achieve the education outcomescan achieve the education outcomes



Who is it for?Who is it for?

Senior decisionSenior decision--makers in the makers in the MoEMoE
Representatives from all directoratesRepresentatives from all directorates
Work together to mainstream support Work together to mainstream support 
into all directorates (horizontally) and into all directorates (horizontally) and 
across all levels (vertically)across all levels (vertically)



Why would we use it?Why would we use it?

To To visualisevisualise the journey of mainstreaming the journey of mainstreaming 
support into the education systemsupport into the education system
To see the To see the ““wholewhole”” picturepicture
To understand the complexity of To understand the complexity of 
mainstreaming care and supportmainstreaming care and support
To obtain buyTo obtain buy--in at all levelsin at all levels
To plan for mainstreamingTo plan for mainstreaming



How do we use it?How do we use it?
Poster to construct your roadPoster to construct your road
A set of cards A set of cards summarisingsummarising the 11 action steps:the 11 action steps:

Creating an enabling policy environmentCreating an enabling policy environment
Conducting a situation and response analysisConducting a situation and response analysis
Designing a national model/strategyDesigning a national model/strategy
Establishing/strengthening support structuresEstablishing/strengthening support structures
Building capacity for implementationBuilding capacity for implementation
Developing materials and toolsDeveloping materials and tools
Building a multiBuilding a multi--sectoralsectoral networknetwork
Developing/strengthening the M&E and reporting systemDeveloping/strengthening the M&E and reporting system
Implementing a communication and advocacy strategyImplementing a communication and advocacy strategy
PilotingPiloting
Scaling up and sustainabilityScaling up and sustainability



Use the roadmap to:Use the roadmap to:

Plan the order you will implement the stepsPlan the order you will implement the steps
Decide on timeframes for each stepDecide on timeframes for each step
Allocate responsibilities for implementationAllocate responsibilities for implementation
Identify work your Identify work your MoEMoE has already has already 
implementedimplemented
Review progress made towards Review progress made towards 
mainstreamingmainstreaming



For more information:For more information:

Lynn van der ElstLynn van der Elst
MiET AfricaMiET Africa
lynn@miet.co.zalynn@miet.co.za
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